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**Proposed Change:**

Per the FIMS Data Element Dictionary (1/6/2022 version), Core Capabilities 1, 2, & 3 are currently required for all Buildings, Trailers, OSFs, and Land. This request is to change to the following for each of those three Core Capabilities:

- Required for all Buildings, Trailers, and OSFs
- Optional for all Land

**Justification:**

Land assets can support many, many different buildings, trailers, and OSFs each with their own core capabilities. In many cases, a single Land asset could support dozens of different mission core capabilities. Inputting just a few capabilities for a Land asset would not provide a good picture of the capabilities that it supports. Eliminate the requirement to input core capabilities for Land assets will avoid this shortfall. Note that this change would list these fields as optional for Land assets so any sites that make use of this information may continue to do so.

---

**FAC Remarks:** 03/07/2022 – FAC Recommended

**OAM Remarks:**

**FDDC Remarks:** 03/11/2022 – FDDC Approved

**Implemented:** 04/07/2022 – Implemented into FIMS v3.27
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